. It has been shown that a DAC code partitions source space into unequalsize codebooks, so that the overall performance of DAC codes depends on the cardinality and structure of these codebooks. The problem of DAC codebook cardinality has been solved by the so-called codebook cardinality spectrum (CCS). This paper extends the previous work on CCS by studying the problem of DAC codebook structure. We define Hamming distance spectrum (HDS) to describe DAC codebook structure and propose a mathematical method to calculate the HDS of DAC codes. The theoretical analyses are verified by experimental results.
that are caused by finite-precision operations. An alternative solution to the complexity and precision problems in the AC codec is to use quasi-AC (QAC) codes, which can be seen as a reduced-precision version of AC codes [3] .
As other variable-length codes, AC codes suffer from error propagation when the bitstream is conveyed over noisy channels. This problem can be solved by reserving a forbidden interval in [0, 1) for error detection [4] and running maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding for error correction [5] . For QAC codes, state models can be defined and used in a straightforward manner for MAP or soft decoding [6] . Such solutions are known as joint source-channel AC (JSCAC). Forbidden interval reservation is not the only solution to this problem, e.g., [7] achieves the same goal by inserting segment markers at fixed positions of bitstreams. Besides hard markers, the soft synchronization mechanism is also a powerful option for the JSCAC which allows controlling the trade-off between redundancy and resilience [8] . To predict and evaluate the effectiveness of the JSCAC, [9] provides an analytical tool to derive the distance spectrum of the JSCAC and proposes an algorithm to compute the free distance of the JSCAC.
Recently, AC codes also find their application to lossless distributed source coding (DSC), or Slepian-Wolf coding (SWC) [10] , which has traditionally been implemented with channel codes, e.g., turbo codes [11] and low-density paritycheck (LDPC) codes [12] [13] [14] . Such solutions are known as distributed AC (DAC) codes. In fact, DAC codes are dual codes of JSCAC codes, so they can be realized by either interval overlapping [15] [16] [17] or bitstream puncturing [18] [19] [20] . Naturally, DAC codes can be combined with JSCAC codes to obtain the so-called distributed JSCAC (DJSCAC) codes, which allow the coexistence of overlapped and forbidden intervals to realize data compression and error correction simultaneously [21] .
Since the emergence of DAC codes, a lot of work has been done to verify the coding efficiency of DAC codes [16] . An important finding is that the residual errors of DAC codes cannot be removed by increasing code rate and/or length [16] . Thus, it is better to quantitatively measure the coding efficiency of DAC codes in terms of frame-error-rate (FER) or symbol-error-rate (SER) at a given code rate. Moreover, it is shown that at least for short code length, DAC codes outperform LDPC-based SWC codes with acceptable decoder complexity [16] .
However, the above results are heuristic and lack strict theoretical analyses. To obtain an illuminating insight into the coding efficiency and decoder complexity of DAC codes, the 0090-6778 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
concept of spectrum was introduced, and the following findings were reported in [22] [23] [24] :
• A DAC code partitions source space into unequal-size codebooks whose cardinalities are proportional to the socalled initial spectrum [23] . According to this finding, we can draw the following conclusion: For a DAC code with initial spectrum f 0 (u) (see Sect. III for a formal definition of the initial spectrum), its total rate loss to SWC limit [10] will tend to a constant 1 0 f 0 (u) log 2 f 0 (u)du as code length goes to infinity, and hence the per-symbol rate loss will vanish as code length increases [24] .
• DAC spectrum will become uniformly distributed as the decoding proceeds, which implies that 1-away (in Hamming distance) codewords in each codebook cannot be removed by increasing code length [24] . Further, a loose lower bound of decoding error probability is given as (2 − 2 R ), where is the crossover probability between source and side information (SI), and R is code rate [24] .
• Two techniques can be used to improve the coding efficiency of DAC codes [24] . First, the permutation technique can remove those closely-packed (in Hamming distance) codewords in each codebook. Second, the weighted branching technique can reduce the mis-pruning risk of proper paths during the decoding. Besides the above advances, the authors of [25] also noticed the existence of 1-away (in Hamming distance) codewords in each DAC codebook and proposed the distributed block arithmetic coding (DBAC) to solve this problem.
In summary, the problem of deducing DAC codebook cardinality has been solved, but we still know very little about DAC codebook structure. The only thing we know about the latter problem is that 1-away (in Hamming distance) codewords in each DAC codebook almost always exist [24] . Obviously, to analyze the coding efficiency of DAC codes, more knowledge about DAC codebook structure is necessary. Motivated by this problem, this paper introduces the concept of Hamming distance spectrum (HDS), which is essentially proportional to the average number of d-away (in Hamming distance) codewordpairs inside each DAC codebook. We denote the HDS by ψ n,R (d), a function with respect to (w.r.t.) inter-codeword Hamming distance d ∈ {0, · · · , n} that is parameterized by code length n and rate R, and propose a mathematical method to calculate ψ n,R (d). Equipped with the HDS, it may be possible to calculate the FER and SER of DAC codes. Notice that to distinguish from the HDS, the spectrum defined in [22] [23] [24] will be formally referred to as codebook cardinality spectrum (CCS).
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section II describes the encoding procedure of DAC codes. Section III briefly reviews the previous work on the CCS. Section IV defines the HDS for DAC codes and gives an example to illustrate how to calculate it by exhaustive enumeration. Section V develops a mathematical method to calculate ψ n,R (1) , which is then generalized to ψ n,R (d) for d ≥ 2 in Sect. VI. Two implementation issues during calculating ψ n,R (d), i.e., complexity and convergency, are discussed in Sects. VII and VIII, respectively. Experimental results are presented in Sect. IX to verify the correctness of the proposed method. Finally, Sect. X concludes this paper.
Source Model Following [22] [23] [24] , this paper restricts the research scope to equiprobable binary sources. The reason is that the tackled issue is difficult, thus we have to begin with the simplest but non-trivial source model to simplify the analysis and make many hard problems tractable. Note that, the concepts proposed in this paper (and previous work [22] [23] [24] ) cannot easily be extended to nonuniform sources, because in contrast to uniform sources, for nonuniform sources, the DAC behaves like a source code rather than a channel code, making it very difficult to build the concepts of codebook and space partitioning.
Notation This paper will adopt the notations defined in [26] , which are also used in [24] . We use X to denote a random variable and f(X ) to denote a function of X . Correspondingly, we use x ∈ X to denote a realization of X , where X is the alphabet of X , and f (x) to denote a function of x. We use X n (X 0 , · · · , X n−1 ) to denote the tuple of n random variables and x n (x 0 , · · · , x n−1 ) to denote a realization of X n . We use 0 n to denote the tuple of n consecutive 0s, while the meaning of 1 n is similar. We define [i : j] {i, · · · , j} and (i : j) {(i + 1), · · · , ( j − 1)}, while the meanings of [i : j) and
and the meanings of q [i: j] , q (i: j) , and q (i: j] are similar. For brevity, the crossover probability between source and SI is abbreviated to source-SI crossover probability and denoted by . Moreover, we use q to denote the length of enlarged intervals (the same as [22] and [23] , while different from [24] ). The operation of | · | may denote the absolute value of a number, the cardinality of a set, or the length of an interval, depending on the operand. The dot product of x n and y n is denoted by x n , y n , and the Hamming distance between x n and y n is denoted by d H (x n , y n ). We use {(l, h] + } and {ξ(l, h]} to denote the interval shifting and interval scaling operations, respectively, i.e.,
The clip function max(0, ·) is abbreviated to (·) + , i.e., (·) + max(0, ·).
II. REVIEW OF DAC ENCODING
Let Y n be a tuple of n independent and uniformly-distributed (i.u.d.) binary random variables with Y i ∼ p(y) = 0.5, where y ∈ B {0, 1} and i ∈ [0 : n). Let X n be another tuple of n i.u.d. binary random variables with X i |{Y i = y} ∼ p(x|y) for x ∈ B. The correlation between X n and Y n is modeled as a virtual binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability p(0|1) = p(1|0) = . According to the Slepian-Wolf theorem [10] , if only Y n is available at the decoder, lossless recovery of X n will be possible at rates R ≥ H (X |Y ) = H b ( ) bits per symbol (bps), where H b (·) denotes the binary entropy function (BEF), no matter whether Y n is available at the encoder or not.
To compress X n , the rate-R, where 0 < R < 1, DAC encoder iteratively maps source symbols onto partially-overlapped intervals [0, q) and [(1 − q), 1), where q 2 −R [15] , [16] . Let [24] . Therefore, we only need to trace either L i or H i . It is usually more convenient to trace L i . As shown in [24] ,
Since the length of the final interval after coding X n is always q n , it can be uniquely identified by − log 2 q n = n R bits. To obtain the bitstream of X n , we scale 
Then we calculate S . Because ( n R − n R) ∈ [0, 1), we have 2 n R −n R ∈ [1, 2) and further 2 n R − 2 n R −n R = (2 n R − 1). Therefore, S ∈ [0 : 2 n R ), implying that S can be binarized into a string of n R bits, which is just the DAC bitstream of X n .
Length of Scaled Final Interval For simplicity, we will no longer consider the case n R > n R in the following. The reason is: If n R > n R, we can always re-encode X n at rate R = n R /n, which will produce a bitstream with exactly the same length. Therefore, in the rest of this paper, S = q −n L n and
It is easy to know S ∈ [0, (2 n R − 1)] and S ∈ [0 : 2 n R ). The scaled final interval after coding X n is always [S, S + 1), i.e., the length of the scaled final interval is always 1.
Illustration of DAC Encoding
An illustration to better understand DAC encoding is shown in Fig. 1 . As shown in Fig. 1 , if we take each codeword x n ∈ B n as a ball, DAC encoding is equivalent to putting 2 n balls into 2 n R bins according to s(x n ). The rule is: If s(x n ) = 0, x n is put into the 0-th bin; otherwise if s(x n ) ∈ ((m − 1), m], where m ∈ [1 : 2 n R ), x n is put into the m − th bin (cf. Fig. 1 ).
III. REVIEW ON CODEBOOK CARDINALITY SPECTRUM
In this section, we briefly review the main results on CCS [22] [23] [24] . As shown in [24] , a (2 n R , n) binary DAC code is defined as
• an encoder m : B n → [0 : 2 n R ) that assigns index m ∈ [0 : 2 n R ) to each source sequence x n ∈ B n , and
• a decoderx n : [0 : 2 n R ) → B n ∪ {e} that assigns an estimatex n ∈ B n or an error message e to each index m ∈ [0 : 2 n R ). The DAC encoding is in fact a many-to-one nonlinear mapping B n → [0 : 2 n R ), which unequally partitions source space B n into 2 n R codebooks. Let C m , where m ∈ [0 : 2 n R ), be the m − th codebook. If x n ∈ C m , then s(x n ) = m and
An important property of DAC codebooks is cardinality, which is determined in [22] [23] [24] by defining the so-called initial spectrum.
Both L ∞ and H ∞ will converge to the following continuous random variable
whose probability density function (pdf) f 0 (u) is called the initial spectrum [22] [23] [24] . According to the definition of f 0 (u), for m ∈ [1 : 2 n R ), the cardinality of C m is proportional to the integral of f 0 (u) over ((m − 1)q n , mq n ] in the asymptotic sense, i.e., as n → ∞,
For n sufficiently large, the interval
, |C m | is proportional to f 0 (mq n ) in the asymptotic sense. For this reason, we will call f 0 (u) the codebook cardinality spectrum (CCS) from now on. For equiprobable binary sources, Pr{X n = x n } ≡ 2 −n for all x n ∈ B n . Thus, for all
The 0-th Codebook Because s(x n ) = 0 only if x n = 0 n , C 0 has one and only one codeword 0 n in any case, and its cardinality is always 1, i.e., |C 0 | ≡ 1.
Conditional CCS The pdf of U 0 given X j = b ∈ B is called the conditional CCS given X j = b, and denoted by f 0, j (u|b) [27] .
Though DAC codebook cardinality has been well studied, very little about DAC codebook structure is known up to now. The only thing we know is that for a (2 n R , n) binary DAC code, as n → ∞, the proportion of twin leaf nodes in the decoding tree will tend to (2 − 2 R ). Thus, the decoding error probability is lower bounded by (2 − 2 R ), where is the source-SI crossover probability [24] .
IV. HAMMING DISTANCE SPECTRUM
Just as channel codes, it is rather intuitive that another very important property of DAC codes is how far (in Hamming distance) the codewords in each codebook keep away from each other. Therefore, we will below define the Hamming distance spectrum (HDS) to measure quantitatively the distribution of inter-codeword Hamming distances within each DAC codebook, which will be helpful for understanding DAC codebook structure.
A. Definition of Hamming Distance Spectrum
Codeword HDS The HDS w.r.t. codeword X n is defined as
In plain words,
Codebook HDS The HDS of the m − th codebook is defined as
Code HDS The HDS of the (2 n R , n) DAC code is defined as
It is easy to see that φ m (d) is proportional to the number of d-away codeword-pairs within the m − th codebook and similarly, ψ n,R (d) is proportional to the average number of d-away codeword-pairs within all codebooks of the (2 n R , n) DAC code.
Asymptotic Code HDS The asymptotic HDS of the rate-R DAC code is defined as
B. Calculating HDS by Exhaustive Enumeration
In practice, ψ n,R (d) can be calculated by exhaustive enumeration. Let us first consider φ m (d). For equiprobable binary sources,
where
. Further, we can obtain 
Convexity of Sum-of-HDS Since
as n → ∞. Hence,
After expansion, we have n = n−1 i=0 γ i , where γ i is the leveli expansion factor that is defined as the ratio of the number of level-(i + 1) nodes to that of level-i nodes in the DAC decoding tree [23] . Apparently, ∞ is a nonnegative and convex function in f 0 (u), which takes the minumum value 1 only when f 0 (u) is uniform over [0, 1). Similarly, we have (16) and the equality holds only if |C m | ≡ 2 n(1−R) , i.e., source space B n is equally partitioned into 2 n R codebooks of cardinality 2 n(1−R) .
C. Example of Hamming Distance Spectrum
To illustrate the concept of HDS, we give an example to show how to calculate ψ n,R (d) for n = 4 and R = 0.5. The source space B n contains 2 n = 16 codewords and is partitioned into 2 n R = 4 codebooks. We list all codewords of the source space in Table I . For each codeword x n , s(x n ) (the lower bound of the Table I , where different codebooks are marked with different colors for clarity. We also plot the positions of s(x n ) for all codewords x n in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that |C 0 | = 1, |C 1 | = 4, |C 2 | = 7, and |C 3 | = 4. We list the HDS of each codeword in Table I . After a simple calculation, we obtain the HDS of each codebook and the code HDS, as shown in Table II . It is easy to verify n = 5.125/4 > 1.
V. MATHEMATICAL CALCULATION OF ψ n,R (1)
For a large n, it is difficult to calculate code HDS ψ n,R (d) through exhaustive enumeration in Subsect. IV-C because it needs the HDS k d (x n ) of all 2 n codewords. To get around it, we propose below a mathematical method that is able to obtain ψ n,R (d) directly in the absence of k d (x n ). The procedure of the proposed method is still very time-consuming for large d. Nevertheless, this is usually enough in practice because the decoding failure of DAC codes is caused mainly by closely-packed (in Hamming distance) codewords within each codebook. For clarity, we first use the simplest case d = 1 to illustrate the principle of the developed method in this section and then extend it to the general case d ≥ 2 in the next section. The core idea of our proposed method is to expand ψ n,R (d) as the sum of multiple tractable terms (called atoms below). To achieve this goal, we define the following important concept.
XOR Pattern We refer to Z n = (X n ⊕X n ) as the XOR pattern between X n andX n , where X n andX n are two binary vectors.
A. Expansion of ψ n,R (1) as Sum-of-Atoms
Given d H (X n ,X n ) = 1, there are n 1 = n different XOR patterns between X n andX n , which must take the form of
In plain words, k
With the help of XOR patterns, we can expand ψ n,R (1) as
. We refer to ω j as molecule, which can be further expanded as
Similarly, we refer to β j (b) as atom. In this way, we expand ψ n,R (1) as the sum of n molecules, each of which is the average of two atoms. The problem finally boils down to calculating atoms β j (b) for all j ∈ [0 : n) and b ∈ B.
B. Definition of Risky Interval
Before calculating β j (b), we need to introduce the concept of risky interval. From (3), it is easy to see that given
which can be abbreviated to s(X n ) = s(X n ) + τ j (b), where b ∈ B is the value of X j and τ j (b) (1 − q)(−1) b q j−n . For m ∈ [1 : 2 n R ), notice the following two points: Clearly, given X j = b and s(X n ) = m ∈ [1 : 2 n R ), the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a binary vectorX n in the m-th codebook satisfying
m, j , where
Conversely, once s(X n ) falls into I (b) m, j , there must exist a binary vectorX n in the m-th codebook that satisfies (X n ⊕X n ) = z n ( j). Let
where |τ j (b)| is the absolute value of τ j (b). Then (20) can be rewritten as
where m ∈ [1 : 2 n R ), j ∈ [0 : n), and b ∈ B. We refer to I 
Obviously, |I 
C. Link Between Atom and Risky Interval
According to the definitions of β j (b) and I
(b)
m, j , we can easily link them as 
It is easy to see that in the asymptotic sense, i.e., as n → ∞,
where f 0, j (u|b) is the conditional CCS given X j = b (see Sect. III) and {q n I 
where j ∈ [0 : n). Equivalently,
where j ∈ [1 : n]. It can be seen that p(I (b) m,n− j |m, b) keeps the same for all m ∈ [1 : 2 n R ), thus for n sufficiently large, (1) , and β n− j (b) is a nonincreasing function w.r.t. j.
D. Calculation of Code HDS
After knowing atoms, we can obtain molecules ω n− j → (1 − (1 − q)q − j ) + , where j ∈ [1 : n]. In turn, we can obtain the code HDS as below
Finally, we can obtain the asymptotic code HDS as below 
VI. MATHEMATICAL CALCULATION OF
One can easily extend the method developed in Sect. V to the general case d ≥ 2. This section will first expand ψ n,R (d) as the sum of atoms, then define the risky interval to calculate atoms, and finally give the expression for ψ n,R (d).
A. Expansion of ψ n,R (d) as Sum-of-Atoms
The XOR pattern between X n andX n must take the form of
In other words, z j 1 (j) = · · · = z j d (j) = 1 and z i (j) = 0 for other i / ∈ j, where z i (j) denotes the i − th element of z n (j).
and
Let
B. Length of Risky Interval
According to (3), given (X n ⊕X n ) = z n (j), we have s(X n ) = s(X n ) + τ j (b), where b ∈ B d is the value of X j and
Given X j = b and s(X n ) = m ∈ [1 : 2 n R ), the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a binary vectorX n in
m,j , where
Let us define
It is easy to obtain the risky interval
Obviously,
C. Link Between Atom and Risky Interval
(b)
m,j , we have
In the asymptotic sense,
Therefore, for n sufficiently large,
After a simple deduction, we obtain the tight ranges of j d in (43) as follows: 
D. Calculation of Code HDS
After knowing atoms, we can obtain molecules as below
In turn, we can obtain the code HDS as below
(46) Finally, we can obtain the asymptotic code HDS as below
VII. COMPLEXITY OF CALCULATING DAC HDS
The complexity of (46) 
Therefore, in the following, the leading bit of b will always be 0 without explicit declaration. Though the complexity of (46) is now reduced to O(
, it is still unacceptable for large n and d. Thus the proposed method is feasible only for small n and d.
The complexity of (48) can further be reduced by swapping the order of summations
The complexity of
, still high for large n and d. However, we find that in some special cases,
is an integer totally depending on q while unrelated to n. Thus, we can obtain
, the complexity of θ(b) will be significantly reduced.
The trick for finding
However, up to now, this problem is solved only for the special case that there is no more than one 1 in b, while still remains open for the general case. To facilitate the description, we divide the case that there is no more than one 1 in b into three subcases:
• Table IV , while the detailed deductions are placed in the Appendix.
Below we will give some examples of J (b) and θ(b) in special cases by looking up Table IV and discuss the existence of J (b) in general cases. Afterwards, we will propose an approximation of ψ n,R (d) for large n and d, and finally justify the practical values of (46). by looking up  Table IV , we can obtain
A. Examples in Special Cases

1) Examples when
For d = 2, by looking up Table IV , we can obtain by looking  up Table IV, we can 
2) Examples when
For d = 3, by looking up Table IV , we can obtain
3) Examples when b = (0 a , 1, 0 d−a−1 ) and a ≥ 2: For d = 3 and a = 2, by looking up Table IV , we can obtain
B. Discussions in General Cases
As shown above, if the leading bit of b is 0 and b contains no more than one 1, there will exist an integer 
C. Approximation of ψ n,R (d) for Large n and d
The complexity of calculating ψ n,R (d) by (46) is unacceptable for large n and d, so we give below a simple method to calculate the approximation of ψ n,R (d) for large n and d. Let X n andX n be two binary sequences belonging to the same codebook. As d H (X n ,X n ) = d increases, X n andX n will become less correlated. Thus, for a large d, X n andX n can be taken as two binary sequences that are independently drawn from B n . This means: For d sufficiently large, ψ n,R (d) can be well approximated by the scaled combination formula
is in fact the average codebook cardinality [24] .
D. Practical Values of the Proposed Method
To obtain a complete HDS by (46), one must try all possible source sequences x n ∈ B n and all possible XOR patterns z n ∈ B n . Actually, by the Monte-Carlo method, one may obtain an approximate HDS much faster. Naturally, one may ask: Does the proposed method make sense in practice? Our answer is YES. There are two reasons for this answer.
First, the decoding failures of DAC codes come mainly from closely-packed (in Hamming distance) codewords in each codebook (cf. Fig. 7(a) in Subsect. IX-D), so it is unnecessary to calculate the exact value of ψ n,R (d) for large d by (46). Though the complexity of computing ψ n,R (d) by (46) is rather high for large d, it is very low for small d (much faster than the Monte-Carlo method). Hence, the proposed method is useful in practice.
Second, the proposed method may be used to compute the FER of DAC codes. Let y n be the SI available only at the decoder andx n be the recovered version of x n . If we assume that x n−1 is known at the decoder, thenx n−1 = x n−1 . Let Pr{e} be the FER and Pr{e|x n−1 } be the conditional FER given x n−1 known at the decoder, then Pr{e|x n−1 } = Pr{x n−1 = x n−1 } and Pr{e|x n−1 } < Pr{e}. Given x n ∈ C m , c n = x n ⊕ (0 n−1 , 1) may or may not belong to C m . If c n / ∈ C m , the decoding will always be correct, regardless of y n−1 ; otherwise, i.e., if c n ∈ C m , the correctness of the decoding purely depends on y n−1 . Therefore,
It is easy to obtain
Let Pr{X = Y } = . By (29), we can obtain Pr{e|x n−1 } → (2 − 2 R ) as n → ∞, which is just the lower bound given in [24] . The above method can be extended to more complex cases, i.e., all but the last n > 1 symbols of each sequence are known at the decoder. When n = n, Pr{e|x n−n } = Pr{e}. Actually, the residual errors of DAC codes happen mainly at sequence tails (cf. Fig. 7(b) in Subsect. IX-D), so Pr{e|x n−n } may be very close to Pr{e} for n n. Therefore, Pr{e|x n−n }, where n n, may be taken as an approximation of Pr{e} and the complexity of computing the FER of DAC codes is significantly reduced.
VIII. CONVERGENCY OF DAC HDS
Another interesting question regarding the DAC HDS is: Will ψ n,R (d) finally converge to a finite value for any finite d as n goes to infinity, i.e., λ R (d) < ∞ for d < ∞? The answer in general is NO. However, we will show below that for d = 1 and 2, the answer is YES.
In the case of d = 1, according to the analysis in Subsect. VII-A, we can obtain
where In the case of d = 2, according to the analysis in Subsect. VII-A, we can obtain
where J (00) and J (01) are given by (52) and (53), respectively.
The convergency of ψ n,R (d) for d ≥ 3 is unknown. However, we have found that ψ n,R (d) may not converge in some cases. For example, if d = 3 and q = ( √ 5 − 1)/2, it is easy to verify (q − j 3 − q −( j 3 −1) − q −( j 3 −2) ) ≡ 0 and thus
Therefore,
As n goes to infinity, θ(011) will tend to infinity, i.e., ψ n,
IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented (46) in MATLAB to calculate the theoretical values of ψ n,R (d) and the DAC codec in C language to obtain the empirical values of ψ n,R (d). Since DAC HDS does not depend on SI, we ignored SI in implementation for simplicity. We first generated a length-n equiprobable binary sequence as the source and compressed it by the DAC encoder. Then, the DAC decoder parsed the bitstream through a depth-first full search that was implemented by a recursive function. For each d ∈ [0 : n], the decoder counted the number of paths that were d-away (in Hamming distance) from the source. For fairness, 10 3 trials were run and the average number of paths that were d-away from the source was output as the empirical value of ψ n,R (d). The precision of the used DAC codec was 32-bit. Four experiments were conducted to study the properties of DAC codes from different aspects.
A. Correctness Verification of (46)
The aim of the first experiment is to verify the correctness of (46), which was achieved by comparing the theoretical values of ψ n,R (d) with its empirical values. Some results for code length n = 12 are presented in Fig. 4 . Notice that since ψ n,R (0) ≡ 1, it is not plotted in Fig. 4 . We tested four different code rates: R = 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, and 5/6, but only the results for R = 2/6 and 5/6 are included in Fig. 4 for conciseness. It can be seen that the theoretical values of ψ n,R (d) coincide with its empirical values perfectly, which confirms the correctness of (46). Similar results are obtained for different values of n and R.
In addition, we calculated the theoretical values of n using (15) and its empirical values by experiments. The results are listed in Table V , where the numerical values of 1 0 f 2 (u)du, which were obtained through the numerical algorithm in [23] , are also included. It can be seen that the theoretical values of n , the empirical values of n , and the numerical values of 
B. Convergency of DAC HDS
The aim of the second experiment is to study the convergency of DAC HDS, which was achieved by trying different code lengths n ranged from 12 to 28. 
C. Comparison of DAC Codes With Other Codes
The aim of the third experiment is to compare DAC codes with random codes and some practical channel codes. For code length n = 24, the empirical HDS of DAC codes and the theoretical HDS of random codes are given in Fig. 6 . For random codes, the inter-codeword Hamming distances within each codebook obey the binomial distribution, so ψ n,R (d) can be calculated by (56). It can be seen that at low rates, the HDS of DAC codes is similar to that of random codes, while at high rates, the HDS of DAC codes is different from that of random codes. Similar results are also obtained for different values of n and R.
For turbo codes, the Fano algorithm was modified to compute the HDS in [28] , where some examples of selected turbo For LDPC codes, the nearest nonzero codeword search (NNCS) algorithm was proposed to find the MHD and multiplicity in [29] , where the results for some well-known LDPC codes were reported. For the (3, 6)-regular (504, 252) and (1008, 504) MacKay codes [30] , the MHDs are 20 and 34, and the multiplicities are 2 and 1, respectively. For the p-11 Margulis code [31] , the MHD is 40 and the multiplicity is 66. For the (13, 5) and (17, 5) Ramanujan-Margulis codes [32] , the MHDs are 14 and 24, and the multiplicities are 2184 and 204, respectively.
From the above results, we can find that compared to random codes, turbo codes, and LDPC codes, the main drawback of DAC codes is that the MHD is almost always 1, regardless of code length n and rate R. This is because for d < ∞, ψ n,R (d) of DAC codes does not converge to 0 as code length n goes to infinity (refer to Sect. VIII for the examples of d = 1 and 2). On the contrary, the MHDs of turbo codes and LDPC codes are far larger than 1. Even for random codes, as code length n goes to infinity, the MHD will gradually tend to infinity because ψ n,R (d) will tend to zero for any d < ∞ according to the LLN. In addition, it can be seen that ψ n,R (d) of DAC codes is greater than that of random codes for small d while smaller than that of random codes for large d, implying that the HDS of DAC codes is inferior to that of random codes (especially at high rates). Based on these results, it can be concluded that the pure DAC codes (mapping all symbols of each sequence onto overlapped intervals) should be worse than random codes, turbo codes, and LDPC codes.
D. Properties of Decoding Errors
Let us first study the property of frame errors. In Fig. 7(a) , we plot the occurrence rate of d-errors frames, where n = 64 and R = 0.5. For clarity, the occurrence rate of error-free frames is not included in Fig. 7(a) . It can be seen that most of erroneous frames include only very few erroneous symbols, implying that DAC decoding errors are caused mainly by closely-packed codewords within the same codebook.
Next we study the property of symbol errors. It is pointed out in Subsect. VII-B that the two codewords belonging to the same codebook differ mainly in the last few symbols, so symbol errors should happen mainly at the tail of each frame. To verify this point, we investigate how the error probability of each symbol is impacted by its position in a frame. For n = 64 and R = 0.5, the individual SER of each symbol versus its index i is plotted in Fig. 7(b) . It can be seen that symbol errors are not uniformly distributed over i ∈ [0 : n) and most of symbol errors do happen at the last few symbols of each frame, as reported in [15] , [16] .
The above phenomena inspire some improvements of DAC codes, e.g., permutating codewords in each codebook [24] , mapping the last few symbols of each sequence onto nonoverlapped intervals [15] , [16] , [27] , etc. After these improvements, DAC codes may outperform LDPC codes and turbo codes, especially for short sequences [15] , [16] , [24] , [27] . These improvements are all based on the principle of refining the HDS of DAC codes by sparsifying the last few levels of DAC decoding trees. In such a way, closely-packed codewords in each codebook can be removed, i.e., ψ n,R (d) → 0 for small d.
X. CONCLUSION
The analysis of DAC codes is an interesting and challenging task. By extending our previous work, this paper makes another step forward. We define Hamming distance spectrum to describe how DAC codebooks are constructed and propose a method to calculate DAC HDS by the mathematical means. The correctness of the proposed method is verified by experiments. We also show how DAC codes can be improved from the viewpoint of HDS.
Despite the above advances, many important questions regarding DAC HDS, e.g., complexity, convergency, etc., still remain open. First, under which conditions will the HDS converge as code length increases? Second, if the HDS does converge as code length increases, can we find some way to calculate the HDS with linear or near-linear complexity? Third, if the HDS does not converge, how fast will it grow as code length increases? These difficult problems will be tackled in the future. Finally, another big challenge is the generalization of DAC HDS to nonuniform binary sources and even non-binary sources. 
A necessary condition for |ρ j (b)| < (1 − q) −1 is
which is followed by j d < log q (1 − q) − log q (2 − q 1−d ). 
which is followed by j d < 2 log q (1 − q) − log q (2 − q 2−d ). 
which is followed by
